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ABSTRACT
Recommender systems (RS) have demonstrated great success in in-
formation seeking. Recent years have witnessed a large number of
work on inventing recommendation models to better fit user behav-
ior data. However, user behavior data is observational rather than
experimental. This makes various biases widely exist in the data,
including but not limited to selection bias, position bias, exposure
bias. Blindly fitting the data without considering the inherent biases
will result in many serious issues, e.g., the discrepancy between
offline evaluation and online metrics, hurting user satisfaction and
trust on the recommendation service, etc. To transform the large
volume of research models into practical improvements, it is highly
urgent to explore the impacts of the biases and develop debias-
ing strategies when necessary. Therefore, bias issues and solutions
in recommender systems have drawn great attention from both
academic and industry.

In this tutorial, we aim to provide an systemic review of existing
work on this topic. We will introduce six types of biases in recom-
mender system, along with their definitions and characteristics;
review existing debiasing solutions, along with their strengths and
weaknesses; and identify some open challenges and future direc-
tions. We hope this tutorial could stimulate more ideas on this topic
and facilitate the development of debiasing recommender systems.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Serious bias issues in RS. Recent years have witnessed flourish-
ing publications on recommendation, most of which aim at invent-
ing machine learning model to fit user behavior data. However, in
real-world scenarios, RS usually faces many bias issues which are
challenging to handle and may deteriorate the recommendation
effectiveness. Blindly fitting the recommendation model without
considering the inherent biases will result in skewed results. It can
be seen from the following factors:

• User behavior data, which lays the foundation for recommen-
dation model training, is observational rather than experi-
mental. The main reason is that a user generates behaviors
on the basis of the exposed items, making the observational
data confounded by the exposure mechanism of the system
and the self-selection of the user. Blindly fitting the model
with biased data would capture skewed user preference.

• Items are not evenly presented in the data, e.g., some items
are more popular than others and thus receive more user be-
haviors. As a result, these popular items would have a larger
impact on the model training, making the recommendations
biased towards them. The same situation applies to the user
side.

• One nature of RS is the feedback loop — the exposure mecha-
nism of the RS determines user behaviors, which are circled
back as the training data for the RS. Such feedback loop
not only creates biases but also intensifies biases over time,
resulting in “the rich get richer” Matthew effect.

Increasing attention on recommendation bias. Recent years
have seen a surge of research effort being devote to explore the
impact of biases and correspondingly debaising solutions in RS. Fig-
ure 1 shows the number of related papers in top venues increases
significantly since the year of 2015. The specific prestigious inter-
national conference on information retrieval, SIGIR, has organized
specific sessions in 2018 and 2020 to discuss topics on bias elimina-
tion1. SIGIR even presents the Best Paper award to the paper on
this topic in 2018 [3] and 2020 [24], respectively. Also, there are two
tutorials on this topic conducted in the conference UMAP’20 [2]
and Recsys’20 [13] respectively. These successful tutorials attract
many audiences from the RS communities.

1http://www.sigir.org/sigir2020/schedule/; http://sigir.org/sigir2018/program/
program-at-a-glance/
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Figure 1: The statistics of publications related to biases in RS
with the publication year and venue.

Necessity of this tutorial. Given the importance of debiasing
in RS, the increasing attention of this topic, the rapid development
of debiasing techniques, and the flourishing recent work, we believe
it is the right time to conduct a tutorial of this area, so as to benefit
the researchers and practitioners to understand current progress
and further work on this topic. Especially we find recent works
on biases are rather fragmented — despite the wide usage of the
terminology “bias” in the literature, its definition is usually vague
and even inconsistent across papers. Our systemic tutorial on recent
work could help the beginners to fast step into this area and to keep
up with state-of-the-art debiasing technologies in RS. Note that this
area is not matured and has many open problems. We also would
like to arise discussions on these core problems, with the ambition
of inspiring more new idea and facilitating the development of this
area.

2 OUTLINE
This tutorial focuses on bias and debias in recommender system.
Here we present an outline of the topics to be covered, with timing:

• Introduction. (20 Min)
– Introduction of recommender system.
– Collaborative filtering fundamentals: data, models and
evaluations. [16, 26]

• Matthew Effect: Bias + Loop
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Figure 2: Feedback loop in recommendation, where biases
occur in different stages. [5]

– Lifecycle of RS — Feedback loop, as shown in Figure 2.
[22]

– Ubiquity of biases in RS and the motivation of debiasing.
– Organization of the tutorial.

• Biases in Recommendation Data. (50 Min):
– Definition of data bias.
– Categories: including selection bias [23], conformity bias
[21], exposure bias [19] and position bias [11].

– Recent solutions for data biases including: propensity
score [4, 28], data imputation [29], sampling [9], genera-
tive model [12], etc.

– Open problems and future directions on data bias.
• Biases in Recommendation Results. (100 Min)
– Popularity bias: definition, characteristic, solutions and
future directions[1, 10, 30, 35].

– Unfairness: definition, characteristic, solutions and future
directions [14, 18, 25, 27, 31, 32].

• Bias Amplification in Loop and its Solutions. (10 Min)
– Bias Amplification over time along the loop [22].
– Solutions: using uniform data [17, 20], reinforcement learn-
ing [34].

The content of this tutorial is based on our recent survey paper
"Bias and Debias in Recommender System: A Survey and Future
Directions" [5].

3 INTENDED AUDIENCE AND LEVEL
This tutorial is intended for the following researchers and practi-
tioners in RS:

• who are new to the bias issues and look for a tutorial to fast
step into this area;

• who are confused by different bias definitions in the litera-
ture and need a tutorial to understand the biases;

• who face bias issues in building recommender systems and
look for suitable solutions.

Only elementary knowledge on RS and basic linear algebra are
required. Attendees are expected to gain a global picture of this area,
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high-level understanding of six different types of biases, state-of-
the-art debiasing strategies and some promising future directions.

4 QUALIFICATION OF PRESENTERS
Our team has rich research experience on this field. We have pub-
lished over 60 papers on recommendation, and over 15 papers
including a survey papers on the topics of recommendation debias-
ing. Specifically, our paper on popularity bias won the Best Paper
Honorable Mention on SIGIR 2021. We also gave a tutorial with the
same topic on WWW 20212.

4.1 Bios of Presenters
Jiawei Chen is a Postdoc Research Fellow in School of Information
Science and Technology, University of Science and Technology of
China. His research interests include information retrieval, data
mining, and causal reasoning. He received Ph.D. in Computer Sci-
ence from Zhejiang University in 2020. He has published over 10
academic papers on international conferences such asWWW, SIGIR,
AAAI, CIKM, KDD and ICDM.

Xiangnan He is a professor at the University of Science and
Technology of China (USTC). His research interests span informa-
tion retrieval, data mining, and multi-media analytics. He has over
90 publications in top conferences such as SIGIR, WWW, and MM,
KDD, and journals including TKDE, TOIS, and TMM.

Xiang Wang is now a research fellow at National University of
Singapore. He received his Ph.D. degree fromNational University of
Singapore in 2019. His research interests include recommender sys-
tems, graph learning, and explainable deep learning techniques. He
has published some academic papers on international conferences
such as KDD, WWW, SIGIR, and AAAI.

Fuli Feng is a Research Fellow in the School of Computing,
National University of Singapore (NUS). He received Ph.D. in Com-
puter Science from NUS in 2019. His research interests include
information retrieval, data mining, and multi-media processing. He
has over 30 publications appeared in several top conferences such
as SIGIR, WWW, and MM, and journals including TKDE and TOIS.

4.2 Relevant Publications by presenters
• A survey of recommendation debiasing [5].
• Basic recommendation models, e.g., NCF[16], LightGCN[15].
• Debiasing strategies, e.g., [7] for selection bias, [6, 8, 9] for
exposure bias, [4] for debiasing framework, [30, 33, 35] for
popularity bias.
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